CCTV Integration

**AxiomV exacqVision CCTV Integration**

Integration capabilities of our sophisticated Access Control and Security Management Systems are further extended through an open architecture interface with a wide range of Video Surveillance Systems, one of which is with exacqVision Video Management Systems.

Simplifying video search or allowing Access Point control directly from the live video screen provides a wide range of user friendly features. Over the Internet or office LAN, a system user has direct system-wide access to live video, event viewing, history event-based video search and video export functionalities. Custom tailored assignments link individual Access and Monitoring Points to specific cameras across multiple DVRs, providing an ability to set pre- and post-alarm viewing preferences and PTZ shots. Our system provides direct access to CCTV features from the System Status screen, Event Log display and History Report module.

**FEATURES INCLUDE:**

- **LIVE VIDEO ON SCREEN**
- **PRE, POST EVENT VIEWING**
- **HISTORY EVENT VIEWING**
- **HISTORY REPORT INTEGRATION**
- **UNIVERSALLY ACCESSIBLE**
- **FULLY INTEGRATED**
- **MULTIPLE MAKES SUPPORTED**
- **CONTROL PTZ ON-SCREEN**
- **PTZ DOME CALL ASSIGNMENT**
- **TCP/IP CONNECTIONS**
- **VIEW LIVE OR HISTORICAL VIDEO**

Order p/n RBH-AX5-XXX-CCTV-030
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